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July:   July’s two horoscopes: Cancer and leo. 

July was renamed for Julius Caesar, who was born 
in that month. Previously, it was called “Quintilis” in Latin, since it 
was the fifth month in the ancient Roman calendar, before Janu-
ary became the first month of the calendar year... In the pagan 

wheel of the year July ends at or near to Lughnasadh in the northern 
hemisphere and Imbolc in the southern hemi-

sphere.
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Tattoos: Be Careful What You Wish For

Tattoos can be a wonderful form of expression, and are rapidly 
becoming more popular among people of all ages. They have been 
used for centuries to reflect changes in life status, whether passage 

into adulthood or induction into a group like the military or a gang. In 
recent years, tattoos have also become a fashion accessory, a trend 
fueled by basketball players, bands and celebrities. People may get 
tattoos for many reasons, all of them different: to cover an old scar, to 

remember a special moment, to rebel against authority, to show 
support for someone or something. Many people live with their tattoos 

happily for the rest of their life.

 However, for some others, their form of self-expression turned out to 
be a lapse in judgment – for example, tattooing a fiancée’s name 

across some part of your body may not be such a happy reminder if 
the couple breaks up years down the road. A report by the FDA 

estimated that as many as 45 million Americans have tattoos. The poll 
also found that 17 percent of tattooed Americans regretted it. 

Tattoo removal is a growing industry, and one that is slowly changing 
to include all age groups. Many dermatologists specialize in laser 
tattoo removal, and some laser hair-removal centers are adding 
services. In California, there are removal centers like Dr. Tattoff, 

Tat2BeGone and Tattoo MD. People also get tattoos removed for a 
variety of reasons. Removing tattoos is costly, uncomfortable and 

time-consuming, but the affinity for body art is so strong that some 
people say they do it to clear space to tattoo all over again.
A tattoo that cost several hundred dollars could require several 

thousand dollars and many laser sessions to remove. Devices called 
Q-switched lasers are used to shatter tattoo pigment into particles that 

are cleared naturally by systems in the body. Full removal takes an 
average of eight treatments, spaced at least a month apart, using 

different Q-switched lasers for different-colored inks. Each treatment 
incrementally fades the tattoo. Some patients are left with pristine skin, 
others with a shadow or white spots. Some researchers are trying to 

determine whether tattoo removal treatments affect the lymph nodes. 
So regardless of why you are considering getting a tattoo, just be 

aware that it does indeed mean forever, and that getting it removed in 
the future will be a long, painful, and costly treatment. Tattoos can be 
very beautiful and meaningful, but make sure you are getting one for 
the right reasons, and not on a whim or to show your love for some-

one by getting their name put onto your body permanently. Feel free 
to express yourself, but make sure to think it through first!
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Summer is one of the best times of year to be outdoors, enjoying the sun 
and the heat, and most of all, the time off from school! Because you’ve 

been stuck inside at school all year, it’s very tempting to simply rush off to 
the outdoors. There are so many fun activities available during the summer 

– theme parks, sports, swimming, boating, beaches – but there are also 
dangers that each activity presents. Here are some common health 

          hazards to look out for during 
           the summer, and how to avoid      

                             them.

                       1. Dehydration – Dehydration is 
                  a major cause of health 
            problems in children and adults, 
            especially in high heat during  
            the summer months. Dehydra 
            tion can lead to many problems   
           such as dizziness and lighthead- 
           edness, lethargy, heat cramps,  
           heat exhaustion, and heatstroke.  
            The hotter it is, the more you  
            sweat and the more water you  
              lose from your body. How can  
        you tell if you’re dehydrated? 

Most people only drink when they’re thirsty, but that is NOT a god indicator 
– most of the time, you’re already dehydrated by the time you’re thirsty. So 
keep plenty of water on hand, and drink constantly, even when you don’t 

feel thirsty.
2. Sunburns – Sunburns are another major health hazard in the summer. 
Any time you are out in the sun, you are at risk for getting a sunburn of 
some degree. These can vary from some slight redness and irritation to 

peeling and even blisters if the burn is too severe. Many people think that 
on a cloudy day, they aren’t at risk – this is untrue! As much as 80% of the 

sun’s rays filter through the clouds, burning you just as badly if you are 
unprotected. The most important step to remember here is to apply 

sunscreen. Try to apply sunscreen at least 30 minutes before you head 
out, so that your skin has time to absorb it. Make sure to cover ALL areas 

that will be exposed – this includes your neck, back, hands, feet, and even 
ears! I know more than one person who has had a chunk taken out of their 
ear from skin cancer. It’s not pretty. Reapply as often as you can, because it 

DOES wear off after a while. Try to avoid direct exposure between 10am 
and 3pm, and if necessary, wear hats and clothing to protect yourself. 

Remember, overexposure to the sun causes freckles, discoloration, wrinkles, 
and skin cancer!

3. Bug Bites – Bug bites are a fairly common problem in many areas. 
Mosquitoes, which can carry and spread disease, are especially common 
in many areas of the world. Be sure to wear bug spray when possible, and 

get rid of any standing water around your house, because these are 
breeding grounds for mosquitoes. If you get a bite, try not to itch it, as hard 
as that is. Scratching at bites only tears up the skin and makes it easier to 

get other infections.

       Overall, just be smart when you are outside. Though I know it is 
unrealistic to expect everyone to be slapping on sunscreen every 30 

minutes, at least be sure you use some! Enjoy yourself this summer, but 
above all stay safe!



             
           

    

    

   

"Excellent, excellent!" said the CEO as his paper disappeared 
inside the machine.
            "I just need one copy."
         A group of hikers were being led through the 
wilderness by a guide. On the third day, the hikers noticed that 
they had been traveling in circles. ''We're lost!'' One of the hikers 
complained.
           ''And you said you were the best guide in the United 
States.''
           ''I am,'' the guide answered, '' but I think we may have 
wandered into Canada.''
                [ Jokes come from http://www.funny.com ]
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                                                                                               The Billboard Hot 100

We are giving you the TOP 10 out of 100 Billboard Hot songs. 
You can go to http://www.billboard.com for more information 
on your favorite artists, reviews, charts and more!

   # 1 For this week is:  Umberella by Rihanna Feat. Jay-Z

              SONG                                              ARTIST

# 1    Umbrella                                             Rihanna Feat. Jay-Z
# 2    Party Like a Rockstar                         Shop Boyz
# 3    Buy U a Drank (Shawty Snappin’)     T-Pain Feat. Yung Joc
# 4    Big Girls Don’t Cry                              Fergie
# 5    Makes Me Wonder                             Maroon 5
# 6    Hey There Delilah                               Plain White T’s
# 7    Girlfriend                                              Avril Lavigne
# 8    Summer Love                                      Justin Timberlake
# 9    Pop, Lock & Drop It                             Huey
# 10  Rehab                                                  Amy Winehouse

Magazine Mosaic
CRAFT MATERIALS:
  Paper plate 
  Magazine pages 
  Scissors 
  White glue 
  Water 
  Small brush 
Time needed: About 1 to 2 Hours

1. Before you design your mosaic, look at old mosaics in books 
or online for inspiration. 

2. Sketch a design on the back of a paper plate; we chose a 
sun pattern. 

3. Tear out magazine pages printed with shades of the colors 
you'd like to use. Cut strips of the pages into small squares (ours 
were about 3/8 inch on a side). The shapes don't have to be 
perfect -- a little variety is what makes a mosaic interesting. You'll 
also need a few triangles to fit in corners. 

4. Mix together equal parts white glue and water. To fill in the 
design, brush a bit of glue mixture on the plate, put the squares 
in place, and seal each with a top coat of the glue mixture. 
When you are finished, let the project dry completely. 

                [ Arts and Crafts taken from Familyfun.com ] 

 A woman, standing nude, looks in the bedroom mirror and says 
to her husband, "I look horrible, I feel fat and I feel ugly - please 

pay me a compliment".

 The husband replies, 
"your eyesight's perfect".
A young engineer was 
leaving the office at 6 
p.m. when he noticed 
the CEO standing in 
front of a shredder with 
a piece of paper in his 
hand.
  "Listen," said the CEO, 
"This is important, and 
my secretary has left. 
Can you make this                       
thing work?"  inserted 
the paper, and pressed 
the start button.

Arts and Crafts

Music

Fruited Chicken Salad

RECIPE INGREDIENTS:
  Salad 
  4 skinless, boneless chicken breast halves 
                     3 cups 1-inch chunks ripe cantaloupe 
  1 medium English (seedless) cucumber, quartered lengthwise and cut 
into  
                     1/4-inch pieces (2 cups)
  Tarragon Dressing 
  1/4 cup plain lowfat yogurt 
  1/4 cup reduced-fat mayonnaise 
  2 teaspoons chopped fresh tarragon, or 3/4 teaspoon dried leaves, 
crumbled 
  1/4 teaspoon salt 
1. Preheat grill to medium-high heat. Sprinkle chicken with salt and pepper. Grill 
about 5 to 6 minutes on each side, or until no longer pink in the center. Let cool, 
then cut into strips. 
2. Make the dressing: In a large serving bowl, whisk the yogurt, mayonnaise, 
tarragon, and salt until well blended. 
3. Add the melon, cucumber, and chicken. Toss gently to mix and coat. Serve at 
room temperature. 
                             [ Recipes taken from http://familyfun.go.com/recipes ]
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Catch up with friends. Remember when you complained you had no 
time to socialise with friends during the school year? Catch up with 

them now! 

Ease the stress of journeys with family in the car/train/plane by 
ensuring that you have activities and distractions to keep your stress 
and boredom levels down. Take books and magazines to read, mp3 
player to listen to (and block out parents arguing and noisy younger 

siblings) and a notepad (for drawing/doodling, word games, etc).  

Find yourself a job – this will ease boredom AND earn money. You 
could also volunteer – not only does this look good on college and 

job application forms but the feel good factor is great too. 

Exercise – not necessarily to look good, but to FEEL good. Exercising 
releases endorphins in the brain – ‘happy chemicals’.

Try writing to people when you’re out of town. This not only fills time 
but its surprising how relaxing and rewarding this activity can be. 

Do your summer projects for school. Get that homework out of the 
way and do it at your own pace instead of having it hang over you 

and doing it at the last minute at a stressed pace. 

Find time for doing the things that you like such as hobbies, projects, 
etc. 

We all know that the summer break is meant to be a nice long 
relaxing lazy holiday, right? Well, yes – in an ideal world. 

However (unfortunately) we don’t live in an ideal world. The 
summer holidays aren’t always the idyllic break they’re made 

out to be. 
All too often the candle is burnt at both ends. Parents make 

demands, friends want to see you, there’s that school project 
hanging over your head. Oh, and you need to get a summer 

job. Stress, stress and more stress. There is good news, 
however. You can reduce this ‘summer stress’ easily with just a 

few helpful tips. 

*Prioritise. Make a list of things you need to get done and do 
them as soon as you can. School projects, applying for 

summer jobs, etc.

*Exercise, sleep and eat well. All three things work to minimise 
stress and its impact on your mind and body.

*Make time to relax. Don’t try and cram your summer with 
loads of activities that are just going to end up giving you 

more stress than fun. Pick out a few things that you really want 
to do and put them on your list of priorities. Leave the rest of 

your time as ‘me time’. 

*Try some relaxation exercises during your ‘me time’. Simple 
meditation or deep breathing exercises etc can work wonders. 

*Take breaks from being around family 24/7. Even for people 
without family problems, being around family 24/7 without a 

break can cause stress.

* Above all, remember that your holiday time is precisely that 
– YOUR time. Although there will be times where you’ll have 
to do things you don’t want to do, spend as much time as 
possible doing the things that you want to do. Its not selfish 

taking time out for yourself – you have to meet the demands 
of school throughout the rest of the year so it’s a well-deserved 

break. 
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Often, people are standing on a road of 
confusion. 
   
   What to do in your life.. What choices to  
   make...      
   Are you alone?... Will you be happy? Or will  
   you feel like you fulfilled your life?  

There's so many questions each one of us 
think about; each different but each very 
similar to each other.  The thoughts and ques-
tions we think about are, most probably, 
shared with another person(s).  All in all; we 
aren't as alone as we may think we are.  

Yet, sometimes, we feel alone and unsure of 
where we stand in our own lives.  As many of 
our mothers or grandparents or other gaurd-
ians have told us, you need to set a goal for 
yourself.  A career goal?  What kind of goal?  

A goal in life; a general goal that'll make 
you feel the need to go on.  Something 
that'll make you feel self-fulfilled.  A purpose.  

“According to some philosophies, purpose 
is central to a good human life. “

By having a purpose to your life, a person 
could feel more at ease and more driven.  A 
purpose can be anything like opening up a 
business, having a good career to helping 
animals or humans or promoting peace.  It's 
something unique and meaningful to our-
selves.  

”Helen Keller wrote that happiness comes 
from ‘fidelity to a worthy purpose.’ ”

Purpose
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